Scientist Smacks Down Activist at RealClimate.org
James A. Peden
Quoting RealClimate.org as a reliable source of information on climate science is like quoting
Disneyland.com for reliable information on mouse behavior.
"Real Climate" is a staged and contracted production, which wasn't created by "scientists", it was
actually created by Environmental Media Services, a company which specializes in spreading
environmental junk science on behalf of numerous clients who stand to financially benefit from scare
tactics through environmental fear mongering. There you will find the word "model" used a million times,
for the entire basis of the Global Warming Hoax is based on computer modeling ( not climate science )
which has thus far failed to predict anything accurately since day one.
For example, one of their past clients, Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream, hired them to create the illusion
that Bovine Growth Hormone (BGH) was somehow dangerous, despite the fact that it had been fully
tested and approved by the FDA. After a lengthy national fearmongering campaign by Environmental
Media Services, Ben & Jerry's proudly announced that their ice cream was "BGH-free"... as if it made any
difference.
Real Climate has become the Alamo for folks like the highly discredited Michael Mann, whose
original analytical blunder led to the famous "hockey stick" curve, which helped kick off the Great Global
Warming Hoax after it was picked up by science illiterate Al Gore and proudly paraded around the globe.
The hockey stick was proven to be an absurd blunder, but by then you couldn't put the genie back into the
bottle, and today we are wasting billions of dollars on a cure for a nonexistent disease.
Perhaps the best summary of "Real Climate" was given by a Harvard trained atmospheric
physicist and Alfred P. Sloan Professor of Meteorology at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dr.
Richard Lindzen, who said,
"This website appears to constitute a support center for global warming believers, wherein any
criticism of global warming is given an answer that, however implausible, is then repeated by the
reassured believers."
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